
Steve and Luisa,
 
1.  I have no intention of responding to your emails.
2.  I have nothing to apologize for.
3.  Sue me.
 
In the meantime,  please stop sending me these emails. Your emails are harassing me.
  
 
Dear Joey Albert
This is in response to your last email.  
 
RESPONDING
I’m not surprised you have no intention of responding to our requests for facts to support the disparaging 
statements you made about Luisa Marshall on her facebook wall and in public email.   It appears you 
cannot answer these questions.   You started this issue and all we requested was facts to back up 
statements you made.    And now you have nothing to say when it matters the most.  
 
APOLOGIZE
It is a matter of opinion if you should be apologizing or not.    Lets look at that more closer.    You put 
“Hmmm....Not entertainment? Format looks familiar...”    on Luisa’s public facebook wall for all to see.   
You have repeated this thought verbally to imply we changed our format to be like yours and that we are 
only allowed to show entertainment.    Also, you allegedly stated we changed the name of our show to be 
like yours.    
 
NAME CHANGE - I sent you a Youtube clip of our name adjustment that was done 8 months earlier.   
Did you not read your own program for the KING AND QUEEN OF HEARTS concert?   Prior to the 
concert that Luisa participated for you I sent you our standard promotional poster info which you included 
in your own souvenir program that had the text “SIMPLY THE BEST, The Luisa Marshall Show”.    If 
you look at your own program you will see what the list of formats that we cover, most of which are not 
live entertainment.    At that point we didn’t even know you had a show.   The proof is right in your own 
program.    You were completely wrong with this thought that you put out there to put down our show.    
For your information we copied Oprah, Ellen and Barbara Walters, not you.   As far as Filipino based 
shows go we were the first, we have done every topic we can think of in our 100 shows so far.  Anyone 
after us will be viewed as copying us one way or another.   That includes you.  The difference is we don’t 
mind what anyone does.    We just do what we do.  You do what you want to do and we don’t care.   We 
just want to be left alone.   Do your research before you make statements about someone.     
 
FORMAT - I gave you a short list of shows that we’ve done in the past listing shows that had nothing 
to do with entertainment including an interview with your own daughters about sports.    You were 
completely wrong with that accusation also.  
 
BELITTLING -  You stated “You have repeatedly belittled and insulted me so many times in the 
past... especially during my David Pomeranz concert (i've kept all your painful emails)...”  This 
statement still puzzles us.    We requested you to tell us when Luisa repeatedly belittled and insulted you 
and to forward the “painful emails”.   You have not been able to forward any information on this at all.   
 
    
 
I can’t tell you that you have to apologize.    As a professional Filipino celebrity that made incorrect 
statements about a fellow entertainer/TV host one would think an apology would be in order.       
 
SUE ME - That certainly will be a discussion in the New Year.   



 
HARASSING EMAILS?-  Joey, you started this whole issue by making statements on Luisa’s Facebook 
wall, talking to people and then you send further emails that you made public and now you think we are 
harassing you?   You were harassing us with your unprofessional ridiculous Facebook remarks, emails 
and statements made verbally and now you want people to think we are harnessing you.   You are not 
fooling anyone.   I want the truth to be out there so everyone can judge for themselves.  
 
Questions remain, what is your motive for starting all this?   Is Luisa is such a threat to you that you have 
to put her down?  Why did you never have an issue with Luisa until you had your own show?     Did you 
think we would bow down and not defend ourselves from you?    Do you think you are above everyone 
that you don’t need to answer to the issues you started?  
   
Joey, you need to realize if you start something publicly you better be prepared to finish it publicly.    
Since you involved the public they deserve the facts to back up what you said.       
 
I will not tolerate you making statements to hurt or harm Luisa Marshall’s reputation or our intentions of 
our TV show SIMPLY THE BEST the LUISA MARSHALL SHOW.   
 
Regards,
Steve Marshall  
 
   
 
  
   
 


